
MERIT AND DEMERITS OF MIXED ECONOMY

The most important advantage of mixed economy is that it provides encouragement to private sector and it gets proper
opportunity to grow. It leads to increase in.

Reduction of Inequalities of Income and Wealth The Government takes steps to reduce inequalities of income
and wealth. Profit will be the primary motive of private sector industries. Problem of Concentration of
Economic Power: Although it is said that the mixed sector minimises economic concentration but in practice
the private-entrepreneurs take the advantage of government policy and accumulate wealth since both the
private and public sectors co-exist, the government will not be in a position to impose any stringent steps to
prevent economic concentration. And while market forces decide the price, demand, supply, etc there is some
government oversight to prevent monopolization and discrimination. Learning Objectives Outline the
characteristics of a mixed economy that help to maintain a stable economy Key Takeaways Key Points Mixed
economies allow many more freedoms than command economies, such as the freedom to possess the means of
production; to participate in managerial decisions; to buy, sell, fire, and hire as needed; and for employees to
organize and protest peacefully. Demerits of Mixed Economy: The major disadvantages of mixed economy
are: 1. Social Welfare: The principal aim of a mixed economy is to maximise social welfare. Hence, this leads
to emergence of several evils like black money, bribe, tax evasion and other illegal activities. The main aim of
the formation of this sector is so that the government can provide financial assistance to cooperative societies
involved in warehousing, agricultural, dairy industry, etc. By Kimberly Amadeo Updated January 20, A mixed
economy is a system that combines characteristics of market , command and traditional economies. Private
individuals and firms own private sector industries. So the allocation of resources is more scientific and
beneficial to the economy. Continue Reading. In mixed economy, both public sector as well as private sector
industries will be functioning. Systematic plan In a mixed economy, economic activities are carried out as per
plan. Sixth, the primary role of government is to make sure that everyone has free access to a free market. The
workers are not forced to work, Workers are provided monetary incentives in the form of bonus and cash
rewards for inventions. The public sector also operates basic, heavy, strategic and defence production
industries which require large investment and have long gestation period. Thus shortages are avoided,
productive efficiency increases, and cyclical fluctuations are eliminated. More specifically: The elements of a
mixed economy have been demonstrated to include a variety of freedoms: to possess means of production
farms, factories, stores, etc. Every individual has a liberty to choose any occupation of his choice. But they
earn profits like private industries which are utilised for capital formation. Let us look at some features and
advantages. India is one of the important countries, which adopted mixed economy. Besides, resources may
not necessarily flow into the desired channels. This has an adverse impact on the development of private
sector. The production and sale of noxious articles are banned, while those of essentials are increased for the
benefit of the people at large. Keynesian economics advocates a mixed economy â€” predominantly private
sector, but with a significant role of government and public sector. It may lead to unemployment and
uncertainties in a mixed economy. On the other hand, restrictions are placed on the concentration of monopoly
and economic power in the hands of the rich through various fiscal and direct control measures. Demerits of
Mixed Economy: The main demerits of mixed economy are as follows: i Un-stability: Some economists claim
that mixed economy is most unstable in nature. Private enterprise exists, though somewhat regulated. The
private sector is treated like a step-child and groans under the various restrictions imposed upon it by the state.
They provide tax-funded, subsidized, or state-owned factors of production, infrastructure, and services:
libraries and other information services roads and other transportation services schools and other education
services hospitals and other health services banks and other financial services telephone, mail, and other
communication services electricity and other energy services e. Third, it is driven by the motivation of the
self-interest of individuals. Hence, for any underdeveloped country, mixed economy is a right choice. Social
security is also provided to workers in the event of unemployment, disablement, death, illness, etc. The aim is
to check the evils of the price mechanism. It just depends on which characteristics the mixed economy
emphasizes. Freedom In mixed economy, freedom of enterprise and profit motive are the important features.
Second, everyone is free to live, work, produce, buy and sell whatever they choose as long as it's legal. That
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creates the ability to use aspects of a command economy where needed. Social Security: A system whereby
the state either through general or specific taxation provides various benefits to help ensure the wellbeing of its
citizens. No freedom to pvt sector There is no freedom to private sector in mixed economy. Others invest in
hunting and fishing.


